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ABSTRACT
A competitive mathematical model for the growth of two species is considered in this study. The
main goal of the present study is to investigate the roles of two different growth functions: the
logistic growth and the food limited growth. We established the main results that determine the
asymptotic stability of semi-trivial as well as the coexistence solutions. If higher carrying capacity
is embodied for the population following logistic growth then competitive exclusion of a food
limited population is imminent and vice versa.
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1. Introduction
Extensive level of competition among the species is practically prevalent in every level of natural
world. Mathematical models are developed and analyzed which provide information on the growth
rates of two species under low (Malthusian growth) and high (logistic growth) densities, when they
are only affected by their own populations, which is known as intraspecific competition [1].
Extended models are studied to determine how these species interact when competing for the
limited resources, which is called interspecific competition [6]. Interspecific competition is
detrimental to both species per capita growth rates. In the literature, the well developed and most
popular growth laws were established in [2, 3, 7, 9]. There are different biological considerations
to two species competition models using different growth functions of [2, 3, 7, 9]. In this paper, a
competition model is introduced by considering the concept of critical population density that
follows different growth laws. Therefore, the goal of the present study is to develop a basic
competition model based on two different species either in interspecific or intraspecific
competition with two different growth rates.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the auxiliary result to analyze the
model and a brief description of the reaction terms for species u and w, and these will be used in
the rest of the paper. Equilibrium analysis of semi-trivial steady states and coexistence solutions
are investigated in section 3 by linearizing our considered problem.
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The key ingredients of Section 4 are to consider different carrying capacities for numerical
simulations supporting the theoretical results and this characterization is referred to as the
crowdiness effect. In this case, we show that the population following the food limited growth goes
to extinction if higher crowdiness tolerance is incorporated with the logistic population for
particular . Finally, Section 5 presents summary of the results.
2. Method of Analysis
Taking into account of two different species, we consider the following system of nonlinear
differential equations
 du
 u (t )  w(t ) 

  r1u (t )1 
K1
dt




u (t )  w(t ) 



 1
K2
 dw


(
)
r
w
t

2
 dt

u (t )  w(t ) 


1 
K2




(1)

where, u(t) and w(t) represent the density of the populations at time t, and K1, K2 are the carrying
capacities of the respective species u and w, respectively. Similarly, r1, r2 are the two intrinsic
growth rates of u and w, respectively, and  is a positive constant. There are various methods to
analyze the stability of nonlinear systems. Some popular methods of stability of nonlinear systems
are Lyapunov satbility criteria [8, 10] and LaSalle’s invariance principle [4, 5].
For mathematical analysis of the model (1), we consider the Hartman-Grobman theorem as
described below:
Theorem 1. [6] (Hartman-Grobman) If the linearization matrix has no zero or pure imaginary
eigenvalues then the phase portrait for the system near the equilibria (u, v) can be obtained from
the phase portrait of the linear system via a continuous change of coordinates.
Remark 1. In particular, this means that if the matrix has no zero or pure imaginary eigenvalues,
then the stability properties of the equilibria (u, v) of the system are the same as those of the
equilibrium 0 of the linear system.
It is rare that an analytic formula for the solution of (1) can be constructed, so we usually must
construct a numerical solution or study the qualitative behavior of the solution. A qualitative
analysis proves extremely helpful for constructing numerical solutions. In either case, we find it
convenient to study the solutions in the phase plane (u, w).
For simplicity, let us introduce the following two functions
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 u (t )  w(t ) 

f (u , w)  r1u (t )1 
K1



u (t )  w(t ) 


 1
K2
.

h(u , w)  r2 w(t )

u (t )  w(t ) 

1 
K2


and rewrite the system (1) as follows:
du
 f (u , w)
dt
dw
 h(u , w)
dt

(2)

Any solution

 u (t ) 

v(t )  
 w(t ) 
of the system (2) can be thought of as a parametrized curve which we refer to as integral curves of
the system. We can use the fact that the vector (du/dt, dw/dt) is tangent to the solution curve
defined by (u(t), w(t)). A graph of a family of solutions is called a phase portrait and can be
generated from the direction field or numerically. A disadvantages of both the direction filed or
numerical approach is that the parameters in (2) need to be specified.
Since equilibria of a system occur at points where the coordinates have derivative zero
simultaneously. The equilibrium, steady state or critical points are constant solutions, u(t) = u* and
w(t) = w*, which satisfy the nonlinear system of equations f(u, w) = 0 and simultaneously h(u, w) =
0. The equilibria of the system (2) are (u*, w*) = (0, 0), (K1, 0), (0, K2). Later sections for test out of
the stability analysis at the equilibira.
3. Stability Analysis at the Equilibria

In this section, first we have linearized the system for further analysis. Rearrange the functions f(u,
w) and h(u, w) as follows

f (u, w) 

r1
(uK1  u 2  uw)
K1

 K w  uw  w 2
h(u , w)  r2  2
 K  u  w
 2






To find the linearization matrices at the equilibria, we first calculate

(3)
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fu 

r1
( K1  2u  w)
K1

fw 

r1
u
K1

hu  
hw 

r2 K 2 w(1  )
( K 2  u  w) 2

r2 ( K 22  K 2 u  2 K 2 w   uK 2  2 uw   u 2   w 2 )
( K 2  u  w) 2

Substituting the coordinates of the equilibria into these formulae, we obtain the linearization
matrices.
Equilibrium (0, 0): At the equlibrium point (0, 0), four partial derivatives are

fu(0, 0) = r1; fw(0, 0) = 0; hu(0, 0) = 0 and hw(0, 0) = r2
Then the linear system
du
 r1u
dt
dw
 r2 w
dt

(4)

and the linearization matrix at (0, 0) is
r
M (0,0)   1
0
corresponding eigenvalues of

gives

= 10,

0

r2 
( , )

are

=

> 0,

=

> 0. Put

= 10 and

= 5 which

= 5 and the eigenvectors
1
0
,
and
1
0

respectively.
Both eigenvalues of the linearization matrix ( , ) are real and positive which concludes that the
equilibrium point (0,0) is a repeller. Biologically, when both of the species are present in the same
ecological niche they will repel each other and leave the sub-domain of the habitat until unless
other factors are considered. At this critical point the system is always unstable, see Fig. 1.
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gure 1. Eigensysstem and phase pportrait of the linnear system (4) nnear (0, 0).
Fig

Equ
uilibrium (0, K2): We can finnd the linear syystem after calcculating the following terms

f u (0, K 2 ) 

r1 ( K1  K 2 )
r
; f w (0, K 2 )  0; hu (0, K 2 )   2
K1
(1  )

andd hw(0, K2) = – r2/(1 + )
Theen the linear sy
ystem will be
du r1 ( K1  K 2 )
u

dt
K1

(5)

r
dw
  2 (u  w  K 2 )
1 
dt

andd the linearizatiion matrix at (00, K2) is
0
 r ( K  K 2 ) / K1


M ( 0, K )   2 1

/(
1


)
r
/(
1


)

r
2
 2

2

Eig
genvalues of th
he matrix M(0, K2) are 1 = – r2/(1 + ) < 0 and 2 = r1(K
K1 – K2)/K1, where
w
2 is
possitive when K1 > K2 and negattive for K1 < K2.
As an example, puut  = 2, r1 = 3,
3 r2 = 5 and foor K1 = 4, K2 = 3, we have 1 = –5/3, 2 = ¾ and the
corrresponding eig
genvectors
0
  29 / 20 
 ,
  annd 
 1
 1 
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resppectively. Twoo eigenvalues of
o the matrix M(0, K2) are both real and have opposite signss. Thus the
equuilibrium (0, K2) is an unstabble saddle poinnt as shown in
n figure 2 (left
ft). In oral habitat, if the
species u enjoys higher level of natural ressources then it
i will out-com
mpete as the species w
folllowing the foodd limited grow
wth.
Sim
milarly, for K1 = 3, K2 = 4 wiith same , r1 and r2 as abovve, 1 = –5/3, 2 = – 1 with respective
eigeenvectors

0
  aand
 1

  2 / 5
 .

 1 

Since the eigenvvalues 1 andd 2 both aree negative, th
hen the criticaal point (0, K2) is an
asym
mptotically staable node show
wn in figure 2 (right). Therrefore, if the second species has more
accessibility to thee resources theen the first population goes too extinction.

Fiigure 2. Eigensy
ystem and phase portrait of the liinear system (5) for  = 2.

uilibrium (K1, 0): At the co
oordinates poinnt of the equillibria, followinng expressions gives the
Equ
lineear system

f u ( K1 , 0)  r1 ; f w ( K1 , 0)  r1 ; hu ( K1 , 0)  0 annd hw ( K1 , 0) 

r2 ( K 2  K1 )
( K 2   K1 )

Now
w given nonlin
near system connverted to a linnear system as
du
  r1 (u  w  K1 )
dt

dw r2 ( K 2  K1 )

w
dt
( K 2   K1 )
andd the linearizatiion matrix at (K
K1, 0) is

(6)
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 r1


r2 ( K 2  K1 ) /( K 2   K1 ) 

corrresponding eiggenvalues of M(0, K2) are 1 = –r1 and 2 = R2(K2 – K1)/(K
K2 + K1), heree 2 > 0 if
K2 > K1 and 2 < 0 for K2 < K1. In particular, choosing
c
the paarameters r1 = 3, r2 = 5 and  = 3, then
for K1 = 3, K2 = 4, we have 1 = –3, 2 = 5/3 w
with eigenvectoors

0
  29 / 44 
 ,
  annd 
1
 
 1 
resppectively. The eigenvalues of
o the matrix M(0, K2) are bo
oth real and haave oppsite siggn. So, we
connclude that thee equilibrium (K1, 0) is ann unstable saddle point (seee figure 3, lefft). In the
biollogical concep
pt, it means thee growth of thee species is no
n longer sustaainable in a givven habitat
during the compettition.
kewise, for K1 = 4, K2 = 3 wiith same values of the other parameters
p
meentioned abovee, we have
Lik
1 = –3, 2 = 5/3 with
w eigenvectors

0
  29 / 34 
  annd 
 ,
 1
 1 
resppectively.
Since both eigennvalues are negative,
n
we can summarize the criticaal point (K1, 0) is an
asym
mptotically staable point show
wn in figure 3 (right). So, in this
t circumstannce as the speccies w will
be extinct
e
from thhe given ecologgical niche.

Figure 3. Eiggensystem and phhase portrait of the
t linear system
m (6).
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4. Numerical
N
Solutions
Forr numerical tests, consider the Runge-Kuttaa methods of order
o
four to soolve the system
m of initial
valuue problem (1)).

Figu
ure 4. Numericall solutions of thee Logistic-Food limited growth system of equattions (1) for  = 0.5, r1 = r2
= 1.0 and (left) K1 = 3.0, K2 = 2.0, (rright) K1 = 2.0 = K2 with initial values u0 = w0 = 2.0.

Forr r1 = r2 = 1.0 and different carrying capacities, K1 > K2, the solution of the logisticc equation
coinncides with thee carrying capaacity K1, whilee the solution of
o the Food-lim
mited equation tends to 0
for  = 0.5 (see Fig.
F 4, left). When
W
K1 = K2, both populatiion coexist as shown in Fig.. 4 (right).
Botth populations are cooperatinng with each otther when theiir resource disttributions are equal
e
even
thou
ugh the growthh functions are different.
5. Conclusion
C
In sum, the con
nsidered modeel suggests thhat carrying capacity
c
playss an importannt role in
deteermination of the competitioon outcome between two sppecies in a givven ecologicall niche. If
carrrying is identiical, there is a possible coexxistence of booth species. It is also notablle that the
paraameter  and intrinsic grow
wth rates are important facttors to determ
mine which sppecies will
survvive. This moddel can also be applicable for particular speccies in any habbitats.
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